Testimonials for Dr Anne and EastWest Psyche ltd

“Anne Hilty was a fantastic support to the Fresh One Production team in the recent filming
of a series featuring the Haenyeo (Diving ladies of Jeju). Anne has a wealth of knowledge
and contacts, and we would recommend her expertise to anyone wishing to learn more about
the fascinating island. We very much enjoyed working with her.” ~Katie Millard, senior
producer, Fresh One Productions, UK

"Anne has been assisting LOM in the establishment of several attractions on Jeju Island,
Korea, by providing relevant introductions and cultural information as well as proofreading
of materials. Her support to LOM has been invaluable!" ~Yann Tranlong, CEO, Loftus
Overseas Management [LOM], Hong Kong & Paris

“Dr. Anne Hilty was invaluable as I planned a trip to Jeju Island to research a novel based
on the haenyeo--the island's culturally-important, yet vanishing, diving women. She
answered pages of questions about the history and culture of the haenyeo and also helped to
arrange many of the logistic aspects of my trip. Once on Jeju, she personally introduced me
to shamans, government officials, and scholars. She took me to historic sites and arranged
high-quality translators. She seems to know everyone and generously shared her knowledge
and expertise. I will be forever grateful for her help." ~Lisa See, novelist, USA

"Dr. Hilty has been an Honorary Ambassador for Jeju Island since 2014. She is dedicated to
the promotion and support of Jeju, with a special focus on the diving women called
haenyeo. Jeju is very appreciative of Dr. Hilty's efforts!" ~Dongwoo Kang, Director, Peace
& Cooperation Division, Jeju Special Self-Governing Province, S. Korea

"Anne Hilty has been a contributing writer for Korea Quarterly for well over ten years....
and has covered everything from investigative journalism to travel pieces to in-depth
reporting on cultural issues and history - all in a lively, interesting and informative way. She
is also a very good photographer as a bonus! (thanks for your great work Anne)" ~Stephen
Wunrow, publisher, Korean Quarterly (US)

“I have found Anne to be meticulous, thorough in her work and always on time. A
wonderful coordinator and planner for any major event with an ability to analyse, organise
and get the job done!” ~Freda Miriklis, past international president (2011-2014), Business &
Professional Women International
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“Dr Anne Hilty has been instrumental in the success of my project by creating key
connections for me with specialists in my field, providing up-to-date information, references
and expertise, as well as sharing her invaluable first-hand experience. And all this is done
with an unmatched spirit of generosity, intellectual curiosity and friendship.” ~Dr Mikhail
Karikis Artist & Senior Lecturer, University of Brighton, UK

"Anne has written more than 150 articles for The Jeju Weekly, and participated in a number
of related activities. Her writing is top quality and she has been an asset as a freelance
writer for us!" ~ Junghee Song, Publisher, The Jeju Weekly, Jeju Island, Korea

“Anne has been a great resource for me as I start my own educational program. Her advice
has proven invaluable!” ~Elana Rodgers, English Instructor and Director of Check Out
Czech study-tour program, Czech Republic

"Dr Hilty was first my supervisor, then colleague, at an elite English institute in Seoul. As
mentor, coach, HR consultant, and educator, I definitely recommend her!" ~Etienne Visser,
teacher, Garden International School, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

"Dr. Hilty worked for Balance Health in 2010, providing integrative counseling for many of
our clients as well as writing articles and giving seminars. We were happy to work with
her!" ~ Michell See, Administration Manager, Balance Health, Hong Kong
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"I've followed Anne's work since her interview of me in 2006; as both writer and researcher,
I highly recommend her!" ~Brenda Paik Sunoo, photojournalist and author of "Moon Tides:
Jeju Island Grannies of the Sea" (2011).

"I've worked on several projects with Anne and can attest to her skill and professionalism as
a writer, educator, and businesswoman!" ~Marsha Bogolin, co-director, Art of Living
Seminars, Jeju Island, Korea

"I worked closely with Dr. Hilty 2012-2014 on a large international congress, and she was
professional, organized, thorough, and highly accomplished. I highly recommend Dr Hilty’s
services for your organisation !" ~Sandra D'Souza, CEO, Curate Bee, Sydney, AU

"Anne Hilty has helped me by proofreading many documents, and also in improving my
English! She is proficient and detailed, and always gives quick service!" ~Jeyon Kim,
International Relations Coordinator, Jeju Provincial Government, Jeju Island, Korea

"We've worked with Anne since 2006 on various projects related to education and
publishing, and have found her to be professional, reliable, diligent, and highly
skilled!" ~Gert & Elizabeth Grobler, co-directors, Kingdom of Dreams, Hong Kong

